
Beautiful and durable. Naturally.



What is Kivipuu?

We guarantee quality

Safe, naturally
On a beautiful summer day you can barefeet 
enjoy the smooth surface of Kivipuu.  
The touch of Kivipuu is pleasant even under  
the smallest feet and paws. But not just  
during summer time, because of the closed cell  
membrane, Kivipuu is suitable to be used 
throughout the year. 

Its surface keeps repels water, so there will  
be no decay. After the winter, there is no need  
for maintenance. We manufacture Kivipuu  
also with silicate finish, which strengthens  
the water resistance. Kivipuu is also a good  
choice when you need fireproof material.

Kivipuu is completely non-toxic, durable 
wood, based on natural fossilizatione process. 
Because of this, Kivipuu is both extremely  
durable as well as fire safe. When exposed  
to sunshine, Kivipuu gets a nice gray colour. 

There is no need to oil it, so it practically  
is maintenance free. As raw material we use 
Nordic, specially graded pine (redwood), 
which is processed into high quality Kivipuu.

We have developed the fossilizatione process 
so that using the right methods as well as 
proper materials, the process is much speedier 
than normally. In the process, we use mainly 
sand and other nontoxic ecological materials 
like fruit juice. In a sunny place Kivipuu  
will get a nice looking and durable surface  
in about one year.

For our products, we give a limited 10-years-
guarantee against decay. Kivipuu can also  
be used in harsh weather conditions.
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Kivipuu is manufactured under 
nature’s own terms without any 
toxins. Therefore, it is a good 
choice for outdoor use such as 
decking.

Kivipuu will not decay. It is dirt 
and water resistant and stay  
durable year after year. The 
sand inside Kivipuu strengthens  
the timber and gives it a hard 
surface.

There is no need to oil Kivipuu, 
neither to use any other treat-
ment.

Kivipuu is made out of PEFC- 
certified timber.
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Fire safe
Kivipuu is extremely fire  
resistant. Because of the  
materials used, the timber 
becomes stone like, which 
effectively protects it from 
burning. Kivipuu has certification 
of fire class B, s1, d0.

Beautiful,  
good looking
During about in one year in the 
sun, the colour of Kivipuu will 
changes into good looking gray.

When Kivipuu is exposed to sun for about one year, it will get a nice gray colour. The surface  
will withstand rain, sunshine and wind.

The advantages of Kivipuu



Beautiful and durable. Naturally.

Installation of Kivipuu

1. Kivipuu is decay resistant and fire proof timber. When fitting a terrace, between the boards 
you can leave the desired final opening between the boards as the boards will not move or shrink.

2. Kivipuu has protective treatment, but when the board is cut e.g. during fitting, the heart of 
wood becomes visible. Therefore, we recommend treating the ends with a protective liquid. 

3. After installation, the terrace is maintenance free. You should not use any kind of terrace 
oil nor any similar liquids. In case you wish to get a waterproof, waxed surface (e.g. to protect it 
from splitting that the harsh weather conditions may cause), we recommend using water or dirt 
protection.

4. Kivipuu can be cut with circular saws or normal saws. There is no need to use any special 
tools such as diamond blade.

5. Kivipuu- boards are also easy to fasten, because the wood and the protection liquid allow 
touching with metal. However, we recommend using high quality, stainless steel screws or nails, 
because the terrace itself will be long-lasting.

6. Cutoff pieces are nontoxic; therefore, they can be buried, thrown into wood waste collection 
or disposed of by using other methods. However, because Kivipuu has protection against decay and 
is fire resistant, it is not possible to burn Kivipuu.

7. It takes about one year outdoors in a sunny place for Kivipuu to change into gray colour.  
In the shadow it may take longer time. At first, the colour may not seem the most beautiful but  
with time Kivipuu becomes good looking.


